Content Changes for School Year 2023-24 (Digital and Print)

Open education resources (OER) are instructional materials where the underlying intellectual property is either permanently owned by the state of Texas or is structured as a license that allows for the state to modify & use it for free in perpetuity (“Purchase Authority” TEC §31.071). Because OER is owned by the state of Texas, continuous improvement efforts allow for new versions of the products to be released based on stakeholder feedback. TEA has been piloting COVID emergency release versions of instructional material for English/language arts & reading in grades K-5. A small set of updates is planned for school systems piloting the emergency release version during 2023-24 school year. More significant updates are also in process for a full release version for a future school year. This document is intended to provide a short summary of the changes for the emergency release pilot version available for the 2023-24 school year vs the version available in the prior school year.

**English Language Version**

**Grade 2, Domain 2 - Amplify ELAR TX G2 D2 Teacher Guide: The Ancient Greek Civilization**

**Content Changes**

Minor edits with lesson 3 omitted for school year 2023-24. Teachers should move to lesson 4. There is no impact to TEKS coverage.

**Print and Digital**

No materials needed. Updated versions without lesson 3 are in circulation for school year 2023-24.

**Grade 3, Decodable Passages (TBD) - Amplify ELAR TX G3 Units 1-10**

**Content Changes**

Decodable passages supplement added for Units 1-10.

**Print and Digital**

Materials available digitally for school year 2023-24 (early fall).

**Grade 3, Domain 4 - Early Roman Civilizations**

**Content Changes**

Minor edits with read aloud omitted from lesson 6 for school year 2023-24. There is no impact to TEKS coverage.

**Print and Digital**

No materials needed. Updated versions without lesson 6 read aloud available for school year 2023-24.
Grade 4, Unit 1 - *Amplify ELAR TX G4 U1 Teacher Guide, Activity Book: Personal Narratives: My Story, My Voice*

Content Changes
Lessons 2, 4 and 5 omitted for school year 2023-24. Teachers should move to the next lesson. There is no impact to TEKS coverage.

Print and Digital

Grade 4, Unit 3 - *Amplify ELAR TX G4 U3 Teacher Guide, Writer’s Journal: Contemporary Fiction: Mi Calle, Tu Calle*

Content Changes
New unit and text, *Letters From Heaven / Cartas del Cielo*.

Print and Digital
Instructional components available digitally in school year 2023-24. See “Grade 4, Unit 3 & 6 Anthologies” below for print.

Grade 4, Unit 6 - *Amplify ELAR TX G4 U6 Teacher Guide and Poet’s Journal: Poetry Wondrous Words*

Content Changes
New lessons 8 and 9, and new text *The Delight Song of Tsoai Talee*.

Print and Digital
Instructional components available digitally school year 2023-24. See “Grade 4, Unit 3 & 6 Anthologies” below for print.

Grade 4, Unit 3 and 6 Anthologies - *Amplify ELAR TX G4 Anthology*

Content Changes
Unit 3 new text, *Letters From Heaven / Cartas del Cielo*.
Unit 6 lessons 8 and 9, new text, *The Delight Song of Tsoai Talee*.

Print and Digital
LEAs who order Grade 4 student/teacher bundles for school year 2023-24 will receive an anthology supplement containing the new text.

**Spanish Language Version**

Grade 2, Domain 2 - *Amplify SLAR TX G2 D2 Teacher Guide:*

Content Changes
Minor edits, lesson 3 was omitted for school year 2023-24. Teachers should move to lesson 4. There is no impact to TEKS coverage.

Print and Digital
No materials needed. Updated versions without lesson 3 in circulation for school year 2023-24.
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Grade 3, Decodable Passages (TBD) - Amplify SLAR TX G3 Units 1-10

Content Changes
Decodable Passages supplement added for Units 1-10.

Print and Digital
Materials available digitally school year 2023-24 (early fall).

Grade 3, Domain 4 - Early Roman Civilizations

Content Changes
Minor edits with read aloud omitted from lesson 6 for school year 2023-24. There is no impact to TEKS coverage.

Print and Digital
No materials needed. Updated versions without lesson 6 read aloud available for school year 2023-24.

Grade 4, Unit 1 - Amplify SLAR TX G4 Unit 1 Teacher Guide, Activity Book: Narrativas Personales

Content Changes
Lessons 4 and 5 omitted for school year 2023-24, teachers should move to lesson 6. There is no impact to TEKS coverage.

Print and Digital
No materials needed. Updated versions without lessons 4 and 5 in circulation for school year 2023-24.

Grade 4, Unit 3 - Amplify SLAR TX G4 Unit 3 Teacher Guide, Activity Book: Ficción Contemporánea

Content Changes
New unit and text, Letters From Heaven / Cartas del Cielo.

Print and Digital
Instructional components available digitally school year 2023-24 (early fall). See “Grade 4, Unit 3 Anthology” below for print.

Grade 4, Unit 3 Anthology - Amplify SLAR TX G4 Anthology

Content Changes
Unit 3 new text, Letters From Heaven / Cartas del Cielo.

Print and Digital
LEAs who order Grade 4 student/teacher bundles for school year 2023-24 will receive an anthology supplement containing the new text.